Supplementary tables:

Supplementary Table 1: This table shows assembly statistics from all assemblies presented in
this paper. All coverage and NG50 calculations assume a genome size of 130Mb. The NG50
values here are the same as the NG50s presented in Figure 1.

Supplementary Figure 1. An alignment plot between the 10 SMRT cell hybrid assembly and
the D. melanogaster reference genome version 5. Red lines indicate correctly oriented contigs,
while blue lines indicate inversions. A single major inversion/translocation is visible on the X
chromosome. This plot was generated using MUMmer version 3.23 using the ‘fat’ and ‘filter’
plotting options.

Supplementary Figure 2. An alignment plot between the 12 SMRT cell hybrid assembly and
the D. melanogaster reference genome version 5. The inversion visible in the 10 SMRT cell
hybrid assembly (Sup. Fig. s1) is not present here.

Supplementary Figure 3. A mummer plot depicting the alignment of the 20 SMRT cell PB only assembly of D.
melanogaster to the hybrid assembly of the 50% longest reads from the same data. This plot demonstrates that large
contigs produced by the PB only assembly are not necessarily contiguous in the complementary hybrid assembly, and
vice versa. This indicates that a meta-assembly of the hybrid and PB only assemblies should produce a higher NG50

than either individual assembly. (b) is a zoomed in portion of (a) illustrating a PB only contig that contains five hybrid
contigs. (c) The PB only contig in (b) aligns to the reference chromosome 3R.

Supplementary Figure 4. A side by side comparison of the alignment of a hybrid assembly to the reference versus a
merged assembly to the reference. These assemblies are both produced using the same 20 SMRTcells of data, and
conform to each other closely. It is evident that the merged assembly has increased contiguity without increased
misassembly.

Supplementary Figure 5. A comparison of a portion of the assembly from Berlin et al.1 (121X PacBio reads) to our merged
assembly (52X PacBio reads), demonstrating increased contiguity when merging hybrid and PB only assemblies as
compared to PB only alone.

Supplementary Figure 6. A mummer alignment dot plot illustrating the difference in contiguity
between PB only assemblies produced using the ISO1 long reads2, versus the same reads
downsampled to resemble the length of the shorter D. pseudoobscura data.

Supplementary Figure 7. Read quality distributions of the ISO1 dataset after downsampling to
produce low (50% lowest quality reads), medium (a random 50% of reads), and high (50%
highest quality reads) quality distributions.

Supplementary Figure 8. A FIGE gel showing the
size distribution of sheared genomic DNA
fragments generated using different sized
needles. From left to right: lane 1 – ladder, lane 2
– DNA sheared with 21 gauge needle, lane 3 –
DNA sheared with 22 gauge needle, lane 4 –
DNA sheared with 23 gauge needle, lane 5 –
DNA sheared with 24 gauge needle.

Supplementary Figure 9. An illustration of the algorithm used by quickmerge. (a) The assemblies are first aligned to each
other using MUMmer. High confidence overlaps (HCOs) are then identified in the alignment. Contigs with especially high
confidence overlaps are identified and used as seeds to identify the graph structure of local contigs that successfully align.
The fully contiguous aligned graphs are then spliced together to form new putative contigs. (b) HCO values are computed
by dividing the length of a perfectly aligned region by the length of the overlapped, but unaligned, portions of the two
contigs.

Supplementary Figure 10. Flow chart showing the key steps involved in in generating long reads for optimal genome
assembly.

Supplementary Figure 11. Flow chart showing the key steps involved in assembling the long reads into a highly
contiguous reference grade assembly.

Supplementary Figure 12. Summary of unpolished assembly quality metrics from quast. All hybrid and PB only
assemblies are based on non-downsampled reads. The merged assemblies based on up to 77X data are generated by
merging the hybrid and the PB only assemblies made using the same amount of PacBio reads. For PB only assemblies
made with PacBio reads >77X coverage, the hybrid assembly based on 77X PacBio reads were used for assembly
merging.

Supplementary Figure 13. Summary of polished assembly quality metrics from quast. All assemblies are same as in
Supplementary Fig. 12. As evidenced here, polishing by quiver improved all assemblies.

Program commands and settings:

PB only assembly
The spec file for all PB only assembly was as follows useGrid=1
scriptOnGrid=1
ovlCorrOnGrid=1
frgCorrOnGrid=1
ovlMemory=128
ovlStoreMemory=128000
threads=32
ovlConcurrency=1
cnsConcurrency=32
merylThreads=32
merylMemory=128000
frgCorrThreads = 16
frgCorrBatchSize = 100000
ovlCorrBatchSize = 100000

gridOptionsScript = -pe openmp 1
gridOptionsConsensus = -pe openmp 32
gridOptionsOverlap = -pe openmp 32
gridOptionsCorrection = -pe openmp 16
gridOptionsFragmentCorrection = -pe openmp 16
gridOptionsOverlapCorrection = -pe openmp 1
The pipeline was run as
PBcR -l dmel -s pacbio.spec -noclean -fastq dmel_all.fq genomeSize=130000000

Hybrid assembly
Platanus run options:
platanus assemble -t 64 -f /path/to/illumina/data.fa -o plat_assembly -m 512 1>
plat_assembly_out.txt 2> plat_assembly_log.txt

DBG2OLC run options:
./DBG2OLC_Linux k 17 KmerCovTh 2 MinOverlap 20 AdaptiveTh 0.002 LD1 0 MinLen 200
Contigs illumina_contigs.fa RemoveChimera 1 f pacbio_reads.fa
sh ./split_and_run_pbdagcon.sh ../backbone_raw.fasta ../DBG2OLC_Consensus_info.txt
ctg_pb.fasta ./consensus_dir >consensus_log.txt

Assembly merging
Assembly merging involved the following steps:
1. nucmer is run to align hybrid assembly to PB-only assembly.
nucmer –mumref –l 100 PB-only.fasta hybrid.fasta
2. Alignments are then filtered to retain unique alignments
delta-filter -i 95 –r –q out.delta > out.rq.delta
3. Then quickmerge is run.
quickmerge –d out.rq.delta –q hybrid.fasta –r PB-only.fasta –hco 5 –c 1.5 –l 1000000
At the end of the run four files are generated:
aln_summary.tsv: this file has all the mummer alignment output parsed in a table format.
summaryOut.txt: this file has all the stats computed by quickmerge.
anchor_summary.txt: this file contains information about all the anchor/seed alignments.
merged.fasta: this file contains the merged contigs. A quick quality check for merging is
performed by aligning merged contigs onto PB-only and hybrid contigs using nucmer (mumref).
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